The quarterly journal „INŻYNIERIA POWIERZCHNI” (Surface Engineering) covers all aspects of research and technological topics on heat treatment and corrosion protection of metals with required fundamental investigations of physical metallurgy of surface layers. In the magazine are presented advanced surface treatment technologies (laser heat treatment, ion implantation, PVD and CVD methods, detonation surface treatment and spark discharge deposition methods, electrodeposition and flame spraying methods etc.). In the magazine are also presented works on design, applications and results of examining properties of surface layers and coatings.

„INŻYNIERIA POWIERZCHNI” is widely subscribed magazine. It contains papers on recent developments of Polish scientific and research centers as well as selected works of foreign authors. Furthermore, the magazine gives highlight information on latest inventions, scientific meetings and seminars, published standards, books and recent technologies of surface engineering.

Papers are published in “INŻYNIERIA POWIERZCHNI” journal in Polish or English. Paper titles, summaries, figure and table legends of polish publications are given also in English.

WE HAVE THE PLEASURE TO INVITE YOU TO SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE WITH US:

- to publish your scientific and engineering achievements in „INŻYNIERIA POWIERZCHNI” journal,
- to subscribe „INŻYNIERIA POWIERZCHNI” journal (earlier annual set is accessible),
- to advertise your technology, equipment, research methods, engineering and all aspects for improving industrial processes.
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